
Searching for a New Story:
1. Choosing Our Adventure



Making theHouse Ready for the Lord 
Mary Oliver 

Dear Lord, I have swept and I have washed but 
Still nothing is as shining as it should be 

for you.  Under the sink, for example, is an 
uproar of mice—it is the season of their 

many children.  What shall I do?  And under the eaves 
and through the walls the squirrels 

have gnawed their ragged entrances—but it is the season 
when they need shelter, so what shall I do?  And 

the raccoon limps into the kitchen and opens the cupboard 
while the dog snores, the cat hugs the pillow; 

what shall I do?  Beautiful is the new snow falling 
in the yard and the fox who is staring boldly 

up the path, to the door.  And still I believe you will 
come, Lord: you will, when I speak to the fox 

the sparrow, the lost dog, the shivering sea-goose, know 
that really I am speaking to you whenever I say, 

as I do all morning and afternoon:  Come in, Come in.



come in. come in. 

a heart of spiritual receptivity … the 
portal to spiritual formation.









Paul Tournier, “The Adventure of Living” 

One of the most important books in my life. 



Paul Tournier, “The Adventure of Living” 

We live for adventure. 





Paul Tournier, “The Adventure of Living” 

We live for adventure. 

A love of facing fear … 
A love of risking failure … 



If there had been no fear of failure, neither would 
there be any joy in success. 

Where there is no longer any opportunity for 
doubt, there is no longer any opportunity for faith 
either.



Adventure happens in the experience of being in 
between-between the time we leave home and 
arrive at our destination; between the time we 
leave adolescence and arrive at adulthood; 
between the time we leave doubt and arrive at 
faith. It is like the time when a trapeze artist lets 
go the bars and hangs in midair, ready to catch 
another support: it is a time of danger, of 
expectation, of uncertainty, of excitement, or 
extraordinary aliveness.







Why do I love this? 
alligators, lightning, sunburn, sweat, mosquitoes, 
getting lost, expense, exertion, failure, mistakes 
… no pay! 



G.K. Chesterton, “An adventure is only an 
inconvenience rightly considered. An 
inconvenience is only an adventure wrongly 
considered.”



We live by adventures … 

as individuals 
as communities and nations 

as religions 
as civilizations 

When we lack adventure,  
we fail to flourish. 

The wrong adventure for the wrong time or setting can 
be self-destructive.













Our adventures are our stories. They connect 
the events of our lives in a meaningful flow. 
They tend to follow certain patterns. They are 
an act of interpretation.  

- like a physical disease 
- like a mental/emotional illness 

What makes a good interpretation/diagnosis? 



A man had a son who found a 
horse. 

I saw a woman jump off a cliff. 

A certain man had two sons.



to repent:
to rethink our story,  

or to have second thoughts about it, 
and 

to choose a new story to live by  
as individuals 
as collectives



Stories matter. 
Many stories matter. Stories 
have been used to dispossess 
and to malign, but stories can 
also be used to empower and 
to humanize. Stories can 
break the dignity of a people, 
but stories can also repair that 
broken dignity. . .   
-	Chimamanda	Ngozi	Adichie



Wirelesshogan

“The single story creates stereotype 
and the problem with stereotype is 

not that they are untrue but that they 
are incomplete, they make one story 

become the only story”   
-	Chimamanda	Ngozi	Adichie



Wirelesshogan

The Palestinian poet Mourid Barghouti writes that 
if you want to dispossess a people, the simplest 
way to do it is to tell their story and to start with, 
“secondly.” Start the story with the arrows of the 
Native Americans, and not with the arrival of the 
British and you have an entirely different story.     

-	Chimamanda	Ngozi	Adichie



Wirelesshogan

“Those	who	do	not	have	power	over	the	story	
that	dominates	their	lives	-	the	power	to	retell	
it,	rethink	it,	deconstruct	it,	joke	about	it,	and	

change	it	as	times	change	-	truly	are	powerless,	
because	they	cannot	think	new	thoughts.”	

	-	Salman	Rushdie



In groups of 3 or 4: 

What observation or reflection can you offer 
about a story you are part of - your own, 

your family, your church or denomination, 
your profession, your nation? 



Tomorrow - another take on seven basic stories 

1. Domination 
2. Revolution 
3. Purification 
4. Isolation 
5. Accumulation 
6. Victimization 
7. ???



Searching for a New Story:
1. Choosing Our Adventure



Searching for a New Story:
2. In search of a seventh story























































Six stories are running 
the show.



DOMINATION: Romans, Herodians, Sadducees 

REVOLUTION: Zealots, “christs” 

PURIFICATION: Pharisees, Scribes, Teachers of Law 

ISOLATION: Essenes 

ACCUMULATION: Wealthy Judeans, “rich” 

VICTIMIZATION: Poor, sick, “sinners,” Samaritans, Galileans 

the SEVENTH STORY … 
“KINGDOM OF GOD … FAMILY OF GOD … ABUNDANT LIFE … LIFE OF 
THE AGES … “ - LIBERATION, RECONCILIATION



Domination: Us over them.
Storyteller/POV: Winners, powerful, elite, protectors 
of threatened status quo
Setting: a great empire/power structure threatened 
by rebels or rivals
Characters: good us vs. evil them
Conflict: rulers versus rebels
Plot: path to victory
Resolution/Theme: Us in power, them defeated, 
destroyed, humiliated



Revolution: Us overthrowing them.
Storyteller/POV: Outnumbered rebels with a cause
Setting: Oppressive empire/power structure
Characters: Freedom fighters versus corrupt 
oppressors
Conflict: Oppressive evil them vs. Freedom-loving us
Plot: violent fight for liberation, “good guys with 
guns,” or stones, or lasers, etc.
Resolution/Theme: Us free, them defeated, 
destroyed, humiliated



Purification: Us expelling them.
Storyteller/POV: Clean us threatened by dirty them
Setting: Troubled empire/nation plagued by repulsive 
troublemakers
Characters: Purifiers versus contagion, vermin
Conflict: Containing or eliminating the contagious 
infection, stopping the dangerous invasion
Plot: removal or containment of resistant or “savage” 
minority
Resolution/Theme: purity and health restored



Victimization: Us in spite of them.
Storyteller/POV: A beleaguered minority fighting for 
survival or respect
Setting: An inhospitable and oppressive nation/
empire/environment
Characters: Defenders/champions of a 
misunderstood/mistreated minority or marginalized 
majority
Conflict: Quest for restored/unchallenged honor/
dignity/safety
Plot: Victimizers exposed/Heroic truth revealed
Resolution/Theme: Dignity, safety, honor restored, 
victimizers exposed/shamed



Isolation: Us apart from them
Storyteller/POV: Refugees/exiles from an oppressive 
regime
Setting: wilderness/frontier quest for promised land/
home
Characters: Pilgrims/pioneers/refugees seeking a 
safe place
Conflict: Pursuers from former home, obstacles to 
finding new home, cowards who want to go back
Plot: Escape, wall-building, conquest, pioneering
Resolution/Theme: new home established and 
celebrated



Accumulation: Us competing with them.
Storyteller/POV: People with good ideas and good 
work ethic seeking prosperity and independence
Setting: Competitive or cutthroat environment with 
inhospitable or corrupt elites dominating markets
Characters: Industrious entrepreneurs vs. regulators, 
unscrupulous competitors, lazy cheaters
Conflict: Hard work & good ideas versus market 
domination or corruption
Plot: Ideas, setbacks, moving toward profitability
Resolution/Theme: The universe rewards hard work, 
playing by rules, & good ideas. The ones with the 
most money, toys, land, assets win.



DOMINATION PURIFICATION

ACCUMULATION
VICTIMIZATION

REVOLUTION
ISOLATION



Six stories rule the world…
Domination: Us over them. 

Revolution: Us overthrowing them. 

Purification: Us expelling them. 

Victimization: Us in spite of them.

Isolation: Us apart from them

Accumulation: Us competing with them.

but there’s a seventh story

at work as well.



Liberation: Some of us for all of us.
Storyteller/POV: Disillusioned with dominant stories
Setting: conflicted environment suffering from six 
violent stories
Characters: seekers of truth, justice, freedom, peace
Conflict: not becoming the monster when resisting 
the monster, not losing hope/dream, overcoming 
destructive evil/violence with creative good/
nonviolence
Plot: Inner and outer temptations, often climaxing in 
self-sacrifice/suffering/apparent defeat
Resolution/Theme: Wiser/better/resilient after each 
struggle in a never-ending quest for common good



Six stories rule the world…
Domination: Us over them. 

Revolution: Us overthrowing them. 

Purification: Us expelling them. 

Victimization: Us in spite of them.

Isolation: Us away from them

Accumulation: Us competing with them.

In search of a seventh story …

Liberation/Reconciliation/Restoration: Some of us for all of 
us.



DOMINATION PURIFICATION

ACCUMULATION
VICTIMIZATION

REVOLUTION
ISOLATION

LIBERATION/ RECONCILIATION/
REVOLUTIONARY LOVE/COMMON GOOD



Jesus and the Seventh Story
Storyteller/POV: God is telling a story called creation 
(or the Big Bang/Bloom/Expansion) or “the kingdom 
of God”
Setting: An evolving universe moving toward beauty, 
diversity, community
Characters: Beloved creations, some hijacked by 
harmful stories
Conflict: Love of money/power/pleasure vs. love of 
neighbor, self, earth, God (whole)
Plot: Truth-telling, movement building … victory 
through defeat
Resolution/Theme: Resurrection happens.





Searching for a New Story:
1. Choosing Our Adventure



Searching for a New Story:
2. In search of a seventh story



Searching for a New Story:
3. A Story of Adaptation and Adaptability



Searching for a New Story:
4. What future story for Christian Faith?



slides	will	be	available	

Brian	D.	McLaren	
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brianmclaren.net
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what future story for 
Christian faith? 



who will be included in that story?



“Where common memory is lacking,  
where people do not share in the same past,  

there can be no real community.  
Where community is to be formed,  

common memory must be created.”  
— GEORGES ERASMUS, Dene elder



In Fourteen Hundred and Ninety-Two, Columbus sailed 
the ocean blue. 

In Fourteen Hundred and Fifty-Two, Pope Nicholas told 
European Christians what to do.



“…invade, search out, capture, vanquish, and 
subdue all Saracens and pagans whatsoever, and 
other enemies of Christ wheresoever placed, 
and the kingdoms, dukedoms, principalities, 
dominions, possessions, and all movable and 
immovable goods whatsoever held and 
possessed by them and to reduce their persons 
to perpetual slavery, and to apply and 
appropriate to himself and his successors the 
kingdoms, dukedoms, counties, principalities, 
dominions, possessions, and goods, and to 
convert them to his and their use and profit.” - 
Pope Nicolas V, Romanus Pontifex, 1452-4, 
Doctrine of Discovery





1495 
2nd Voyage Return Cargo: 1600 

male and female Taino slaves for 
Spain 

“It is possible, with the name 
of the Holy Trinity, to sell all 
the slaves which it is possible 
to sell … Here there are so many 
of these slaves … although they 
are living things they are as 
good as gold.” 



“Where common memory is lacking,  
where people do not share in the same past,  

there can be no real community.  
Where community is to be formed,  

common memory must be created.”  
— GEORGES ERASMUS, Dene elder



who will be included in that story? 
- how can we tell the story of our past in a 

way that includes rather than excludes? 
- who is at the table when we envision a 
new future story for christianity?



Will Christianity survive and thrive? 
What kind of Christianity will predominate? 

Why these questions are dangerous.



Optimism: Complacency 
Pessimism: Resignation & adjustment 

Why these questions are dangerous. 

How futurists approach these questions.



Continuing trends:
Continuing decline in West, 

with large reserves of money. 
Possible eventual decline in Global 

South. 



Continuing trends: decline, 
shrinking & wrinkling 

Worst-case scenario(s):
Rise in White Nationalist Christianity 

& Its Allies 





Continuing trends:
Continuing decline in West 

Worst-case scenario(s):
Rise in White Nationalist Christianity 

& Its Allies 



Desirable future(s): 
A new kind of Christianity …
a global spiritual movement 

rooted in Christ
for the good of the world.

Continuing trends: 

Worst-case scenario(s): 



Faith that Addresses our Four 
Global Crises: 

Planet 
Poverty 
Peace 

Politics & Religion 

How do we get there?



the seventh story … 

the kingdom of God 

abundant life, life to the full, life of 
the ages 

family of God



the seventh story … 

in Christ 
Christ in you 
the way … the way of love 



the seventh story … 
afterlife AND this life 
personal AND social 
science AND faith 
Sunday AND Monday 
humans AND creation …



The historical challenge 

The doctrinal challenge 
The structural challenge 

The missional challenge 
The liturgical challenge 

The spiritual challenge



innovation AND imitation 

central AND marginal spaces 

younger AND older



which adventure?
the adventure of denial, repetition, & routine 
the adventure of nostalgia, blame, & resentment 
the adventure of surrender, aging, & extinction 



which adventure?
the adventure of denial, repetition, & routine 
the adventure of nostalgia, blame, & resentment 
the adventure of surrender, aging, & extinction 
the adventure of honesty, opportunity, & creativity 



Searching for a New Story:
1. Choosing Our Adventure



Searching for a New Story:
2. In search of a seventh story



Searching for a New Story:
3. A story of adaptation and adaptability



Searching for a New Story:
4. what future story for Christian faith?



slides	will	be	available	
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35 Then Jesus went about all the cities and 
villages, teaching in their synagogues, and 
proclaiming the good news of the kingdom, and 
curing every disease and every sickness. 36 
When he saw the crowds, he had compassion 
for them, because they were harassed and 
helpless, like sheep without a shepherd. 
(Matthew 9)



35 Then Jesus went about all the cities and 
villages, teaching in their synagogues, and 
proclaiming the good news of the kingdom, and 
curing every disease and every sickness. 36 
When he saw the crowds, he had compassion 
for them, because they were harassed and 
helpless, like sheep without a shepherd. 37 Then 
he said to his disciples, “The harvest is plentiful, 
but the laborers are few; 38 therefore ask the 
Lord of the harvest to send out laborers into his 
harvest.”  (Matthew 9)





Broken lines, broken strings, 
Broken threads, broken springs, 
Broken idols, broken heads, 
People sleeping in broken beds 
Ain't no use jiving 
Ain't no use joking 
Everything is broken 
Broken bottles, broken plates, 
Broken switches, broken gates, 
Broken dishes, broken parts, 
Streets are filled with broken hearts 
Broken words never meant to be spoken, 
Everything is broken 
Seem like every time you stop and turn 
around 
Something else just hit the ground 
Broken cutters, broken saws, 
Broken buckles, broken laws, 
Broken bodies, broken bones, 
Broken voices on broken phones 
Take a deep breath, feel like you're 
chokin', 
Everything is broken

Every time you leave and go off someplace 
Things fall to pieces in my face 
Broken hands on broken ploughs, 
Broken treaties, broken vows, 
Broken pipes, broken tools, People bending 
broken rules 
Hound dog howling, bull frog croaking, 
Everything is broken 



David Booker: Seven Basic Plots 

1.Overcoming the Monster,  
2.Rags to Riches,  
3.The Quest,  
4.Voyage and Return,  
5.Rebirth,  
6.Comedy  
7.Tragedy.


